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Abstract
Spelling speech recognition can be applied for several purposes including enhancement of speech recognition systems and
implementation of name retrieval systems. This paper presents an approach to construct three recognizers for the three commonly-
used Thai spelling methods based on hidden Markov models (HMMs). The Thai phonetic characteristics, alphabet system and
spelling methods are analyzed. For the first spelling method, two recognizers, each trained from a small spelling corpus and
an existing large continuous speech corpus, are explored. To solve utterance speed difference between spelling utterances and
continuous speech utterances, the adjustment of utterance speed is taken into account. Two alternative language models, bigram
and trigram, are investigated to evaluate the performance of spelling speech recognition under three different environments: close-
type, open-type and mix-type language models. For the first spelling method, our approach achieves up to 93.09% letter correct
rate (LCR) and 92.45% letter accuracy (LA) when the language model is trigram under the mix-type environment and the acoustic
model is trained from the small spelling corpus. Under the same conditions, we obtained 81.12% LCR and 76.32% LA for the
second spelling method and 78.47% LCR and 71.75% LA for the third spelling method. By analyzing the results, it was found that
the main source of the errors was letter substitution, which is mostly triggered by the confusion of similar consonant phones and
the confusion of short/long vowel pairs.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, several works on automatic speech recognition (ASR) for continuous speech have been published in the
context of either systems that rely on dictionaries [1] or those that can recognize out-of-vocabulary circumstances
[2–4]. In the situation of misrecognition and out-of-vocabulary words, a practical and efficient solution to assist
the ASR is to equip a system with a spelling speech recognition subsystem, in which users can spell out a word
letter by letter. Moreover, spelling speech recognition is a challenging task with high interest for directory assistance
services, or other applications where a large number of proper names or addresses are handled. Many spelling speech
recognition systems have been developed for several languages, including English [5], Spanish [6,7], Portuguese [8]
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and German [9]. Most of them assumed a restricted environment by concentrating on how to retrieve the correct name
from a given name list (e.g., telephone directory) when a spelled utterance is input. In [5], a tree-based lexical fast
match scheme was proposed to create a shorter list of candidate English names from a very large list using spelling
speech recognition. Consisting of a free letter recognizer, a fast matcher, and a re-scorer, the system retrieved the
correct name 97.6% of the times. In [7], the hypothesis–verification approach for recognizing Spanish continuous
spelled proper names over the telephone was proposed. In the hypothesis stage, a set of potential letter sequences
derived from an HMM recognizer are fed into a dynamic programming (DP) alignment module. As the result, n-
best names are retrieved from the dictionary to form a dynamic grammar incorporated with earlier HMMs in the
verification stage. This method can retrieve names with recognition rate up to 89.6% when the dictionary is composed
of around 10 000 proper names, mostly city names. In [8], a Portuguese subject-independent general-purpose system
was proposed for recognizing an isolated letter over a telephone line using an HMM. For the German language [9],
Bauer and Junkawitsch introduced a fall-back strategy into a spelling speech recognition system to prevent erroneous
word recognition of city names over the telephone directory task using an HMM approach.
Although several works on Thai speech recognition have been conducted during the last few years, most of them
are limited to some specific tasks such as tone recognition [10,11], digit recognition [12,13] and isolated speech
recognition [14–16]. There are still few attempts [17,18] to propose a method to recognize continuous speech with
large-scale vocabulary. Moreover, putting these systems into practice is still far from being accomplished. The
hindrance in broadening research in this area is a lack of a large-scale Thai speech corpus. Recently, with the
collaboration between the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) of Thailand and the
Advanced Telecommunication Research International Institute (ATR) of Japan, a corpus named the NECTEC–ATR
Thai continuous speech corpus [19] has been developed. The corpus consists of 5131 isolated words, 16 380 sentences
and 50 dialogues of hotel reservation speech. There have been several works [20–22] using this corpus on a specific
domain or under a quite limited environment. So far, Thai spelling speech recognition has been rarely investigated.
As an interesting domain, spelling speech is much less complex than continuous speech recognition with a large-scale
vocabulary since the vocabulary is limited to the size of the Thai alphabet and we can use information of character
(letter) sequences to guide recognition process. Unlike other languages, there are several spelling styles in the Thai
language. The naı¨ve one is similar to spelling in English where each character is spelled out one by one with its
character pronunciation. For instance, the phonetic representation of “ ” (dog) is /h-@@4//m-@@0//z-aa0/ in the
Thai Phonetic Set (TPS) notation, corresponding to in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
notation. This is analogous to /d-ii0//z-oo0//c-ii0/ for ‘dog’ in English.
Apart from the naı¨ve one, there are three more styles in Thai spelling, where some additional syllables are inserted
to help the hearer understand spelling utterances more clearly. Among these four styles, three are simple and one is
complicated. This paper presents an approach to recognize spelling utterances of these three simple spelling methods.
However, at present there is no standard corpus created beforehand that we can use for training a spelling speech
recognition system. Based on the above background, the objective of this work is four-fold. The first one is to
systematically analyze what are the commonly used spelling methods in Thai. The second is to examine the possibility
to apply the existing Thai continuous speech corpus in spelling speech recognition. Although continuous speech
utterances are quite different from spelling utterances, it is worth examining the possibility to apply the corpus for
spelling speech recognition. The third purpose is to investigate the performance of spelling speech recognition when a
relatively small spelling corpus is applied. The last one is to examine the effect of using a higher gram (i.e., trigram) on
recognition performance. Moreover, for all types of contexts, we investigate three different environments of language
models: close-type, open-type and mix-type models. Finally we analyze and discuss the recognition errors. In this
work, the spelling utterances are recorded under an office environment. The recognition task is performed on a
speaker-independent and open-test basis for acoustic aspects. That is, the system is expected to recognize speech
belonging to someone whose speech is never used for training the system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Thai phonetic characteristics, alphabet system and spelling
methods are presented. Our Thai spelling speech recognition approach is introduced in Section 3. The experimental
results and analysis of spelling speech recognition are reported in Section 4. This section compares recognition
performance gained from two different speech corpora, i.e., a small spelling corpus and a large normal speech corpus,
when the first spelling method is used. The method that applies a trigram, instead of a bigram is also evaluated.
Moreover, explorations of the second and the third spelling methods are also done. An error analysis is made in
Section 5. Finally, a conclusion and some suggestions for future work are given in Section 6.
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Table 1
Phonetic symbols grouped into initial consonants, vowels, final consonants and tones
Initial consonant (Ci ) Vowel (V ) Final consonant
(C f )
Tone (T )
Base (21) Cluster (17) Monophthong (18) Dipthong (6) (15) (5)
p, t, c, k, z, ph, th, ch, k, h, b, br,
bl, d, dr, m, n, ng, r, f, fr, fl, s, h,
w, j
pr, phr, pl, phl, tr,
thr, kr, khr, kl, khl,
kw, khw
a, aa, i, ii, v, vv, u, uu, e, ee,
x, xx, o, oo, @, @@, q, qq
ia, iia, va, vva,
ua, uua
p∧, t∧, k∧, n∧,m∧,
n∧, g∧, j∧, w∧,
f ∧, l∧, s∧, ch∧,
j f ∧, ts∧
0 Mid
1 Low
2 Falling
3 High
4 Rising
2. Thai phonetic characteristics, alphabet system and spelling methods
In this section, we give a brief explanation of Thai phonetic characteristics and alphabets. We provide an analysis
of possible methods to spell Thai words.
2.1. Thai phonetic characteristics, alphabet system and spelling methods
As in most languages, a Thai syllable can be separated into three parts: (1) initial consonant, (2) vowel and (3) final
consonant. The phonetic representation of one syllable can be expressed in the form of /Ci -V T -C f /, where Ci is an
initial consonant, V is a vowel, C f is a final consonant and T is a tone which is phonetically attached to the vowel
part. Some initial consonants are consonant clusters. A consonant cluster is a group of consonants, which have no
intervening vowel. Extraordinarily, some principle Thai consonants can be attached with one of the phones r , l and
w to form consonant clusters. Each of the formed consonant clusters has a similar sound to the principal consonant
that it is derived from. For example, the sounds of pr and pl, are similar to that of their principal consonant p. In the
vowel part, there are 18 monophthongs and 6 diphthongs. Following the concept presented in [21], there are in total
77 phonetic symbols and 5 tones in Thai, as shown in Table 1. Here, the Thai Phonetic Set (TPS) notation [23] is
utilized instead of the IPA since it is the standardization of Thai phonetic representation. This notation is easier for us
to perceive since it is an English-like notation. The reader can find the correspondence between the TPS and IPA in
the Appendix.
Normally, phones are quite different in their durations, especially those in the vowel class. In the Thai language,
most vowels have a corresponding pair, known as a short/long vowel pair. The set of short/long vowel pairs is a-aa,
i-ii, v-vv, u-uu, e-ee, x-xx, o-oo, @-@@, q-qq, ia-iia, va-vva, and ua-uua. Intuitively, these pairs are easily confusing
in the recognition process.
2.2. The Thai alphabet system
Theoretically, the Thai language has 69 letters, which can be grouped into three classes by phone expression, i.e.,
consonant, vowel and tone. There are 44, 21, and 4 letters (symbols) for consonants, vowels, and tones, respectively.
Moreover, some Thai consonant letters share the same phonetic sound. Because of this, there are only 21 phones for
Thai consonants. On the other hand, some vowels can be combined with other vowels, resulting in 32 possible phones.
However, in practice, only 18 out of 21 letters in the vowel class are used. Five tones in Thai can be represented with
4 tone symbols since the mid tone has no symbol. In total, there are 66 letters in use, as shown in Table 2.
2.3. Basic pronunciation of the Thai alphabet
There are various styles in pronouncing the Thai alphabet. The consonant can be uttered in either of the following
two styles. The first style is simply pronouncing the core sound of a consonant. For example, for the letter ‘ ’,
its core sound can be represented as the phonetic sound /k-@@0/. Some consonants share identical core sound. For
example, ‘ ’, ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ have the same phonetic sound /kh-@@0/. In such a case, the hearer may encounter
letter ambiguity. To solve this issue, the second style is generally applied by uttering a core sound of the consonant
followed by the representative word of that consonant. Every consonant has its representative word. For example, the
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Table 2
Three Thai alphabet classes: Consonant, vowel and tone
Table 3
Two types of vowel
Table 4
Pronouncing methods of each alphabet class
Alphabet class Pronouncing methods
Consonant 1. The consonant core sound + the representative word of the consonant
2. The consonant core sound
The first-type vowel 1. /s-a1//r-a1/ + the vowel core sound
2. The vowel core sound
The second-type vowel 1. The vowel name
Tone 1. The tone name
representative word of the letter ‘ ’ is “ ” (meaning: “chicken”, sound: /k-a1- j∧/), and that of the letter ‘ ’ is
“ ” (meaning: “egg”, sound: /kh-a1- j∧/). To express the letter ‘ ’ using the second style, the syllable sequence
/k-@@0/+ /k-a1- j∧/ is uttered.
Pronunciation of a vowel letter depends on the vowel type. There are two different types of vowel. The first one can
be pronounced in two alternative ways. One is to pronounce the word “ ” (meaning: “vowel”, sound: /s-a1//r-a1/),
followed by the core sound of the vowel. The other is to simply pronounce the core sound of the vowel. The second
type can be pronounced by speaking their names. The vowel letters of both types are listed in Table 3. As the last class,
tone markers are pronounced by speaking their names. Table 4 summarizes the pronouncing methods stated above.
2.4. Thai word spelling methods
Spelling a word is to utter letters in the word one by one in order. We can refer to spelling as a combination of
the pronunciation of each letter in the word. Only four commonly used Thai spelling methods are addressed. For
all methods, the second-type vowels and tones are pronounced by calling their names. The difference between the
four methods takes place in spelling consonants and the first-type vowels. An example of these methods (M1–M4) in
spelling the word “ ” is depicted in Fig. 1.
The first spelling method (M1) is to pronounce the representative word of a consonant after its core sound, and to
pronounce a vowel of the first type by uttering the word “ ” (sound: /s-a1//r-a1/) and then the core sound of the
vowel. In the second spelling method (M2), a consonant is spelled by using only its core sound, and a vowel of the first
type is pronounced by its core sound without the word “ ” (sound: /s-a1//r-a1/). This second spelling method is
similar to English spelling. However, the method is slightly adapted in order to avoid letter ambiguity. As mentioned
above, some consonant letters share the same core sound. However, there will be one exact letter which is the most
frequently used letter for each core sound. In this paper, we call such a letter the representative letter. The other letters
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Fig. 1. Four spelling methods for the word “ ”
Table 5
A set of core sounds with their representative letter (R-letter) and subordinate letters (S-letter)
with the same core sound are called subordinate letters. Table 5 indicates a set of core sounds with their representative
letters and subordinate letters. In the second spelling method, a representative letter is pronounced by its core sound
while a subordinate letter is pronounced by its core sound followed by its representative word in order to differentiate
which letter it is.
The third method (M3) is similar to the second method except that the way to pronounce a vowel is different.
A consonant is spelled out by uttering its core sound in cases of a representative letter but by pronouncing the core
sound followed by the representative word in cases of a subordinate letter. However, spelling a vowel is done by
pronouncing “ ” (sound: /s-a1//r-a1/) and then the vowel’s core sound. The last method (M4) is to spell a set of
letters that form a syllable and then follow with the corresponding pronunciation of that syllable. Spelling a syllable is
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Fig. 2. A typical ASR framework.
done in the sequence of pronouncing the initial consonant letter, the vowel letter, the final consonant letter (if any), the
tone symbol (if any), and the sound of that syllable. Among the four methods, the first three are simple while the last
one is complicated. To investigate the concept of spelling speech recognition using HMMs, this paper mostly focuses
on the first spelling method, which is the most prevalent method in Thai spelling, and gives some investigations into
the second and the third spelling methods.
3. Thai spelling speech recognition approach
In this work, HMMs are employed as the engine for recognizing a continuous spelling utterance. As a statistical
approach, the HMM is widely used in work related to speech recognition, especially that of continuous speech since
it has a capability to capture and handle a set of continuous data which come as a sequence [24]. Fig. 2 illustrates
our HMM-based ASR system, which consists of two processes: training and recognition. In the training process, a
language model is constructed from a large-scaled text corpus while an acoustic model is generated using a training
speech corpus. The recognition process will use these two resources for analyzing an input speech.
In general, the language model can be formulated as a rule-based model or a statistical model. In cases of
recognizing speech in a limited vocabulary environment, the language model, encoded as a set of simple rules, is very
helpful. However, with a large vocabulary, the model becomes complex and it is hard to write a complete set of rules
that cover all probabilities. In such a situation, a statistical model, such as an n-gram, can be applied as the language
model. In the Thai language, applying an n-gram, especially a bigram, can help us constrain the recognition model
by pruning a lot of impossible pairs of contiguous characters. For example, a front vowel (a vowel that appears at the
beginning of a syllable) cannot be followed by another front vowel or a non-front vowel. For example, the front vowel
letter ‘ ’ cannot follow the front vowel ‘ ’ to form “ ” and the non-front vowel ‘ ’ cannot follow the front vowel ‘
’ to form “ ”. In Thai, the set of front vowels is while that of non-front vowels is {‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’,
‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’}. In addition, superior to a rule-based model, an n-gram model enables
a soft decision to determine the most probable letter that comes after the letter we focus on. Normally, the larger n is,
the stronger the constraint is, but the more training examples that are needed. For the acoustic model, the conventional
phoneme-based HMMs are used to represent phones. Basically, each individual phone is expressed by an acoustic
model. A series of features extracted from an input waveform is used to compute probabilities of an acoustic model.
Two main parameters that characterize a model are transition probability ai j and emission probability b j (o), where i
and j are any states and o is the observation feature. Training the acoustic model is to assign optimal values to model
parameters.
In the process of spelling speech recognition, to obtain the most plausible sequence of letters for a spelling
utterance, it is necessary to search, among all possibilities, for the letter sequence that has the highest probability.
Theoretically the probability of a letter sequence can be derived from the product of acoustic probability and language
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Fig. 3. A part of an HMM network.
probability. The former has been described in the previous text. The latter is the probability indicating how often
the letter sequence is generated. As a common method [24], the language model probability can be scaled by
multiplication with the acoustic probability. Known as a grammar scale factor (GSF), the contribution of the acoustic
and language models can be parameterized. Besides the GSF, one more factor that we can adjust is called the word
insertion penalty (WIP). To control the preference of the number of words, we can add a fixed penalty score to each
generated word. With this addition, when the penalty score is set to a large value, the system prefers to produce the
recognition result that has a large number of words. However, the side-effect is a large number of insertion errors.
For brief explanation, the alternative formulation of the Viterbi algorithm called the Token Passing Model [24]
is employed. The model uses the concept of a state alignment path as its basis. Fig. 3 illustrates a part of an HMM
network composed of two words Wk+1 and Wk (large rectangles), each of which contains three phones (ovals). In the
network, the four types of states are an emitting state (a large circle), a phone-end non-emitting state (a small white
circle), a phone-start non-emitting state (a small black circle) and a word-start non-emitting state (a small rectangle).
A word is an alignment of phoneme-based HMMs as defined in the pronunciation dictionary. In this diagram, the
word Wk has three phoneme-based HMMs that are Pk1, Pk2 and Pk3. The plausibility that a token is in the state j at
the time t can be represented in the form of the logarithm of the probability, later called the partial log probability
Ψ j (t). Its definition is expressed with regard to the four different types of states, as follows:
ψ j (t) =

max
i
{ψi (t − 1)+ log(ai j )} + log(b j (ot )) if ( j 6∈ Send) ∧ ( j 6∈ Sstart) (a)
max
i
{ψi (t − 1)+ log(ai j )} if ( j ∈ Send) (b)
max
i
{ψi (t − 1)} if ( j ∈ Sstart) ∧ (tri j (t) 6∈ Tw) (c)
max
i
{ψi (t − 1)} + ((log(Pr(Wk,Wk−1)) ∗ γ )+ λ) if ( j ∈ Sstart) ∧ (tri j (t) ∈ Tw) (d)
(1)
where the function maxx f (x) returns the largest value of f (x) among all possible x’s. Sstart and Send are the set of
phone-start states and the set of phone-end states. tri j (t) is the transition from state i to state j at time t . Tw is the set
of transitions at the boundary of two consecutive words. For example, the transition between the ending state of Pk3
and the starting state of P(k+1)1 is the transition at the boundary of the words Wk and Wk+1. γ is the GSF and λ is the
WIP.
Eq. (1)(a)–(d) indicate the calculation of the partial log probabilities. For the first equation, if the token is currently
in an emitting state of a phoneme-based HMM, the log probabilities of the transition ai j and emission b j (ot ) are
included. Eq. (1)(b) can be applied when the token is in the phone-end state which is a non-emitting state where
b j (ot ) is ignored. Eq. (1)(c) is activated when the token is currently in the phone-start state of a phone that is not the
first phone of a word. In this case, both ai j and b j (ot ) are not concerned. Eq. (1)(d) is used when the token is in the
word-start state. Slightly differently from the previous cases, the partial log probability is updated by adding the log
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bigram probability where γ and λ can be applied to control a weight among the acoustic and language models, and
the number of words, respectively.
Training a system requires two kinds of corpora: a speech corpus for learning the acoustic model and a text corpus
for training the language model. For the objective of spelling speech recognition, it is hard to acquire a speech
corpus for training the acoustic model since it is a time-consuming task. On the other hand, several large-scaled
text corpora for training a language model are easily found in online resources. So far there has been no public speech
corpus of spelling utterances available. However, there is a well-known corpus of general speech utterances called the
NECTEC–ATR corpus [19]. Towards our objective of spelling speech recognition, two alternative approaches to learn
the acoustic models are (1) to use the existing general large-scaled speech corpus for spelling speech recognition, and
(2) to construct a corpus of spelling utterances. In the former, we need to consider different characteristics between
normal speech and spelling speech, e.g., utterance speed. From scratch, the latter consumes a lot of time and labor to
create a large corpus. With limited resources, we may limit the size of the spelling corpus instead. In this work, these
two approaches are compared and evaluated.
To train the language model for spelling speech recognition, a text corpus is used as a source for assigning
probabilities to a letter sequence. Compared to speech data, text data are much easier to obtain. Moreover, different
approaches are suitable for different environments of spelling speech recognition. For example, if a domain is limited
to a small set of some proper names, a language model can be trained from that set and the system can yield high
accuracy. A more flexible environment which accepts any spelling utterance, usually needs a larger text corpus.
However, the larger the text corpus for training is, the more ambiguity the system has to cope with. In this work,
both limited and flexible environments are investigated, as shown in the next section.
4. Experimental results and analysis of spelling speech recognition
To evaluate the performance of the proposed Thai spelling speech recognition approach, four experiments are
carried out. The first three experiments are related to the first spelling method while the last experiment involves the
second and the third spelling methods. In the first experiment, we explore our spelling speech recognizer trained by a
spelling corpus. Instead of the spelling corpus, training the recognizer by using a normal continuous speech corpus is
investigated in the second experiment. The third experiment provides an evaluation of the method that uses trigrams,
instead of bigrams, as the language model. The last experiment gives a comparison and discussion of the recognition
performances of the first, the second and the third spelling methods.
4.1. Experimental environment
In the first three experiments, two alternative speech corpora are provided as the training set. One is a small set
of Thai spelling utterances collected from six subjects (three males and three females) by assigning them to spell
150 proper names, composed of 1122 characters. There are 900 utterances of the first spelling method in total. Later,
we denote it by SPELL1-L. The other is a large set of 3900 Thai speech utterances gathered from five males and
five females (390 utterances each). Later denoted by NECTEC–ATR, the corpus is a part of the NECTEC–ATR
corpus [19], which contains normal continuous Thai speech utterances, not spelling utterances. For both corpora, the
subjects are requested to spell naturally with a prepared script. The test spelling corpus (denoted by SPELL1-T) is
constructed by requesting another six subjects (three males and three females) to spell 136 proper names, using the
first spelling method. Composed of 1149 characters, these 136 names are shop names, company names and person
names. The 150 spelled proper names of SPELL1-L are different from the 136 spelled proper names of SPELL1-
T. Later, we denote the union of SPELL1-L and SPELL1-T as SPELL1. In SPELL1, each spelling utterance is a
continuous speech. However, as is the nature of spelling, a short pause between two letters may occur in some parts
of the utterance. In the last experiment, four additional spelling corpora have been constructed. The first two corpora,
one training set (SPELL2-L) and one test set (SPELL2-T), are created based on the second spelling method. The other
two corpora (SPELL3-L and SPELL3-T) are constructed under the third spelling method. In both cases (later called
SPELL2 and SPELL3), the corpora are constructed in the same manner as the first spelling methods, except for the
spelling style. All speech signals are digitized with a 16 bit A/D converter under the frequency of 16 kHz. The feature
vector we applied is the widely used 39-PLP-feature vector that consists of 12 PLP coefficients and the 0-th coefficient,
as well as their first- and second-order derivatives. The PLP (Perceptual Linear Predictive) feature is set to imitate the
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Table 6
Acoustic units existing in the spelling corpora and NECTEC–ATR corpus
Part Spelling corpora (72) NECTEC–ATR corpus (195)
Ini-cons b, c, ch, d, f, h, j, k, kh, khw, l, m, n, ng, p, ph, pl, r, s, t, th, tr, w, z b, bl, br, c, ch, d, dr, f, fl, fr, h, j, k, kh, khl, khr, khw, kl, kr, kw,
l, m, n, ng, p, ph, phl, phr, pl, pr, r, s, t, th, thr, tr, w, z
Vowel @@(0,4), a(0-4), aa(0-1,3-4), e1, ee(0-1), i(0-1,4), ii(0,4), o(0,3),
oo(0,2), qq0, u(1,4), uu(0,2-4), uua3, v(1-3),vv0, vva(0,4), xxx(0,4)
@(0-4), @@(0-4), a(0-4), aa(0-4), e(0-4), ee(0-4), i(0-4),
ia1, ii(0-4), iia(0-4), o(0-4), oo(0-4), q(0-3), qq(0-4), u(0-4),
uu(0-4), uua(0-4), v(0-4), vv(0-4), vva(0,4), x(0-4), xx(0-4)
Fin-cons ch∧, j∧, k∧,m∧, n∧, ng∧, p∧, t∧, w∧ ch∧, f ∧, j∧, j f ∧, k∧, l∧m∧, n∧, ng∧, p∧, s∧, t∧, ts∧w∧
behavior of the human ear, and is more robust in speaker-independent conditions with computational efficiency and
compact representation [25]. More precisely, all experiments are performed under three different environments: close-
type, open-type and mix-type language models. The close-type language model, later denoted by LM1, is constructed
from the test transcription, i.e., the 136 proper names. The open-type model, later denoted by LM3, is trained by a
holdout corpus, which is not used as the test transcription. In this experiment, as the holdout corpus, we use 5971
location names (composed of 44 538 characters) including Thai provinces, districts and sub-districts. The mix-type
model, denoted by LM2, is generated from the union of the test transcription and the holdout corpus, i.e., 136 proper
names and 5971 location names.
In the experiments, the HTK toolkit [24] is used as the recognition engine. The acoustic model used is a set of
phone-based HMMs, each of which represents an individual phone. They are context-independent in the sense that
the recognition of a phone in an utterance is independent of its preceding and following phones. The model topology
is a three-state left-to-right (without skip) phone model. In our experiment, it was observed that the set of phonetic
units in the spelling corpora (SPELL1, SPELL2 and SPELL3) and those in NECTEC–ATR are not exactly identical.
The former corpora have fewer phones than the latter due to the limited number of possibilities in spelling utterances
compared to normal utterances. Table 6 illustrates the list of phonetic units in each corpus. In the case of vowels, the
number in each set of parentheses denotes the possible tone expansions of the vowel. For example, “a(0-4)” means
the vowel ‘a’ occupies all five possible tones, that is 0 (middle), 1 (low), 2 (falling), 3 (high) and 4 (rising).
Following the standard evaluation, the recognition performance is usually evaluated in terms of word correct rate
(WCR) and word accuracy (WA). However, since the task we are concerned with is spelling speech recognition,
not normal speech or word recognition, the original definitions of word correct rate and word accuracy are slightly
modified, resulting in letter correct rate (LCR) and letter accuracy (LA). The LCR is defined as the ratio of the
number of correct letters to the total number of letters. Quite similar to the LCR, the LA is the ratio of the result of the
subtraction of the number of letter insertion errors from the number of correct letters, to the total number of letters.
It is obvious that the LA measure is more restrictive than the LCR measure. However, in comparison between two
methods (say A and B), it is possible that a method A has a higher LCR but a lower LA than the other method B.
This situation may be triggered by two reasons, as follows: (1) method A gives more focus on how to output as many
actual letters as possible, and (2) method B emphasizes how to obtain correct (actual) letters without producing any
incorrect letters. Commonly known in the field of information retrieval, the F-measure [26] can be used to combine
the two contradictory measures, recall and precision. Applying the same concept, the LCR and LA can be merged
to a single measure. The following equations define the LCR, LA and F-measure. Here, H is the number of correct
letters, I is the number of inserted letters, and N is the total number of actual letters.
Letter Correct Rate (LCR) = H
N
(2)
Letter Accuracy (LA) = H − I
N
(3)
F-measure = ((α + β)LCR) ∗ LA
(β ∗ LCR)+ (α ∗ LA) . (4)
Here, α and β of the F-measure are the weights of the LCR and the LA respectively. In our settings, we put both α
and β equal to 1 since this is a natural way in which we treat equally how to output as many actual letters as possible,
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Table 7
Recognition performance of various GSF values (training: SPELL1-L, test: SPELL1-T)
GSF 5.0 10.0 25.0 50.0 100.0
LM1 LCR 89.20 91.45 94.07 94.71 92.13
LA 82.84 86.64 91.79 93.83 91.85
F-measure 85.90 88.98 92.92 94.27 91.99
LM2 LCR 88.26 89.42 90.64 89.21 82.31
LA 81.63 84.55 88.01 87.99 81.64
F-measure 84.82 86.92 89.31 88.60 81.97
LM3 LCR 87.98 88.97 89.34 86.95 79.30
LA 81.28 83.99 86.59 85.53 78.38
F-measure 84.50 86.41 87.94 86.23 78.84
Table 8
Recognition performance of various WIP values (GSF = 25.0 or 50.0) (training: SPELL1-L, test: SPELL1-T)
GSF 25.0 50.0
WIP −100 −120 −140 −160 −180 −100 −120 −140 −160 −180
LM1 LCR 94.14 94.14 94.10 94.04 93.96 94.56 94.53 94.50 94.44 94.33
LA 93.63 93.87 93.94 93.91 93.89 94.46 94.43 94.43 94.39 94.31
F-measure 93.88 94.01 94.02 93.98 93.93 94.51 94.48 94.47 94.42 94.32
LM2 LCR 90.57 90.56 90.56 90.45 90.42 88.97 88.79 88.74 88.63 88.54
LA 90.08 90.23 90.36 90.30 90.34 88.80 88.69 88.69 88.60 88.52
F-measure 90.32 90.40 90.46 90.38 90.38 88.89 88.74 88.72 88.62 88.53
LM3 LCR 89.24 89.21 89.13 89.10 89.06 86.65 86.55 86.50 86.49 86.43
LA 88.74 88.82 88.90 88.94 88.97 86.42 86.44 86.42 86.43 86.39
F-measure 88.99 89.02 89.02 89.02 89.02 86.54 86.50 86.46 86.46 86.41
and how to output correct letters without producing any incorrect letters. That is, we give equal importance to the LCR
and the LA.
4.2. Recognition of the first spelling method
This section shows the recognition result of the first spelling method using either the spelling corpus or the
continuous speech corpus.
4.2.1. Training with SPELL1
In this experiment, the acoustic model of the phone-based HMMs for Thai spelling speech recognition is trained
with SPELL1-L, a relatively small corpus of 900 spelling utterances. The applied language model is a bigram model,
encoding the occurrence probability of letter pairs. The numbers of bigrams for LM1, LM2 and LM3 are 500, 1656
and 1614, respectively. As shown in Section 3, two possible factors that parameterize the model are the GSF and the
WIP. In our preliminary experiment, first the GSF is varied from 5.0 to 100.0 in order to find the most effective one in
the case of a fixed WIP of zero. Conceptually the larger the GSF is, the less important role the acoustic model plays,
compared to the language model. Table 7 shows the results of various GSF values. The bold font indicates the best
LCR, LA and F-measure for each language model.
GSF of 50.0 tended to achieve the best result for LM1 while a GSF of 25.0 is suitable for LM2 and LM3. Based on
the result, we explore in detail by varying the value of the WIP to control insertion and deletion error when the GSF
is either 25.0 or 50.0. Since a positive WIP gains low accuracy and correct rate, the range we explored is 0 to −180.
Moreover, there is no dominant result in the WIP before −100. Therefore only the results between −100 and −180
are shown in Table 8.
Naturally, LM1 achieves higher performance than LM2 and LM3. With the highest F-measure of 94.51%
(GSF = 50.0,WIP = −100), the close-type language model can achieve up to 94.56% LCR and 94.46% LA. The
mix-type language model obtains 90.56% LCR and 90.36% LA (GSF = 25.0,WIP = −140). Even with the hardest
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Table 9
Recognition performance of various GSF values (training: NECTEC–ATR, test: SPELL1-T)
GSF 5.0 10.0 25.0 50.0 100.0
LM1 LCR 83.47 86.08 89.92 92.42 90.29
LA 73.87 79.03 86.90 91.48 89.85
F-measure 78.38 82.40 88.38 91.95 90.07
LM2 LCR 83.38 84.93 86.05 85.15 75.69
LA 73.28 76.77 81.10 82.50 73.79
F-measure 78.00 80.64 83.50 83.80 74.73
LM3 LCR 83.32 84.64 85.41 84.45 75.69
LA 72.79 75.70 79.51 81.01 73.59
F-measure 77.70 79.92 82.35 82.69 74.63
Table 10
Recognition performance of various WIP values (GSF = 25.0 or 50.0) (training: NECTEC–ATR, test: SPELL1-T)
GSF 25.0 50.0
WIP −100 −120 −140 −160 −180 −100 −120 −140 −160 −180
LM1 LCR 89.32 89.27 89.23 89.23 89.16 92.38 92.34 92.35 92.32 92.20
LA 88.93 89.09 89.06 89.08 89.05 92.18 92.17 92.21 92.19 92.07
F-Measure 89.13 89.18 89.15 89.16 89.11 92.28 92.26 92.28 92.26 92.14
LM2 LCR 85.51 85.46 85.40 85.34 85.30 85.14 85.07 85.02 84.96 84.95
LA 84.74 84.95 85.08 85.09 85.10 84.65 84.73 84.74 84.74 84.74
F-Measure 85.12 85.20 85.24 85.22 85.20 84.89 84.90 84.88 84.85 84.85
LM3 LCR 84.89 84.81 84.71 84.66 84.56 84.17 84.07 83.99 83.91 83.91
LA 83.86 84.10 84.26 84.37 84.34 83.53 83.56 83.64 83.71 83.71
F-Measure 84.37 84.45 84.48 84.52 84.45 83.85 83.81 83.82 83.81 83.81
problem, the recognition performance of the open-type model is quite good. In this environment, the LCR and LA are
89.13% and 88.90% (GSF = 25.0,WIP = −140), respectively.
4.2.2. Training with the NECTEC–ATR corpus
The second experiment is performed to investigate the performance of spelling speech recognition using a
continuous normal speech corpus, instead of a spelling corpus. Being larger than the spelling speech corpus used in
the previous experiment, the well-known Thai continuous speech corpus, namely the NECTEC–ATR corpus, is used
for this purpose. The objective is to expose whether a non-spelling but a larger corpus is effective in spelling speech
recognition. By a simple preliminary analysis, it is found that the utterance speeds in these two corpora are quite
different. To compensate the speed difference between spelling utterances and normal continuous speech utterances,
a duration adjustment is performed.
4.2.2.1. Training with the original NECTEC–ATR corpus. First, we investigate recognition performance using the
original NECTEC–ATR corpus as the training corpus for constructing the acoustic model. As with the previous
experiment, the test corpus is SPELL1-T, and the language model is the bigram model. With the same experimental
settings, including the ranges of the GSF and the WIP, the result is shown in Tables 9 and 10. It was observed that
with a small GSF (i.e., 5.0–10.0), there were a large number of insertion errors, indicated by a quite low LA compared
to LCR in the table.
Applying the NECTEC–ATR corpus as the training corpus for Thai spelling speech recognition makes the system
achieve up to 92.38% LCR and 92.18% LA (GSF = 50.0,WIP = −100) for LM1, 85.40% LCR and 85.08% LA
(GSF = 25.0,WIP = −140) for LM2 and 84.66% LCR and 84.37% LA (GSF = 25.0,WIP = −160) for LM3. It
was observed that the results of LM2 and LM3 are very close (see details in Table 10).
4.2.2.2. Duration adjustment. Even with rough observation, we can perceive a major difference between utterance
speeds of the NECTEC–ATR corpus (training) and the spelling corpus (testing). To verify this phenomenon, we
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Table 11
Performance comparison: The stretched utterances under three scaling factors, the original utterances (baseline = 1.00ATR) and SPELL1
Type of speech corpus
1.00ATR 1.25ATR 1.43ATR 1.67ATR SPELL1
LM1 LCR 92.38 93.02 86.59 91.90 94.56
LA 92.18 92.65 85.37 91.39 94.46
F-measure 92.28 92.83 91.64 85.98 94.51
(GSF, WIP) (50.0, −100) (50.0, −60) (50.0, −40) (50.0, −60) (50.0, −100)
LM2 LCR 85.40 88.11 81.89 87.36 90.56
LA 85.08 87.61 80.11 86.73 90.36
F-measure 85.24 87.86 87.04 80.99 90.46
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −140) (25.0, −100) (25.0, −60) (25.0, −80) (25.0, −140)
LM3 LCR 84.66 87.10 80.44 86.20 89.13
LA 84.37 86.51 78.78 85.50 88.90
F-measure 84.51 86.80 85.85 79.60 89.02
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −160) (25.0, −120) (25.0, −80) (25.0, −120) (25.0,−140)
measure the utterance speeds of both corpora by calculating the number of phones per second. To obtain this
measurement, all utterances are automatically aligned, yielding the information of the phones and their durations. The
acquired alignment information is then used to calculate the average speed of the utterances. At this step, we remove
the silence and short pause duration from the total utterance duration and then divide the resultant duration by the
number of phones. The spelling utterances are approximately 1.53 times slower than the NECTEC–ATR utterances.
To compensate for this duration difference, the time-stretching method [27–30] is employed. The method stretches
a speech signal by preserving the pitch and auditory features of the original signal. In the experiment, the original
speech signals are stretched by three stretching factors: 1.25, 1.43 and 1.67 times. These stretching factors correspond
to 80%, 70% and 60% of utterance speed reduction. These three sets of stretched speech signals are used for training
the system to recognize the spelling utterances. The results are compared with the system using the original speech
utterance (1.00ATR), the baseline, as shown in Table 11. They are denoted by 1.25ATR, 1.43ATR and 1.67ATR. In
the experiments, the GSF and WIP are varied to fit our models for each type of training corpora and language model.
The last row of each LM in the table shows the GSF and WIP, in sequence. For detailed comparison, we also give the
result of SPELL1.
It is noted that the recognition system trained with the 1.25-times-stretched utterances (1.25ATR) yields the best
performance, compared with those of 1.43ATR and 1.67ATR. Stretching an utterance causes the original utterance to
become distorted. The more an utterance is stretched, the more distorted the utterance becomes. From the result, the
1.25ATR achieves higher LCR and LA for any language model. For LM2, they are 88.11% and 87.61%, which are
improvements of 2.71 and 2.53 over the baseline, respectively. From the table, we can observe that SPELL1 can gain
higher performance than 1.25ATR, which is the best one among all sets of stretched speech signals. We can conclude
that the best stretched speech of the large corpus cannot outperform the small corpus of spelling utterances.
4.2.3. Exploiting the trigram language model
In this experiment, first we calculate the perplexity of a language model against unseen test data in order to evaluate
how predictive the model is. Similar to entropy, perplexity indicates the level of ambiguity [24]. Lower perplexity
of a language model means that the model is more predictive. In speech recognition, a language model with low
perplexity on the test data tends to achieve better recognition performance, even though it is not guaranteed [31]. In
our experiment, the perplexity of the bigram model is calculated with the results of 6.52, 25.41 and 23.96 for the
close-type, the mix-type and the open-type environments, respectively. The corresponding values are 2.12, 12.80 and
18.71 for the trigram model. This implies that the trigram model is more predictive than the bigram model and should
gain better performance. Moreover, the distinct number of names used for training language models in the open-type
and the mix-type environments is merely 136. Therefore, the mix-type and the open-type will obtain quite similar
values of perplexity. It is also possible to get a result that may be contrary to our intuition, such as that we gain higher
perplexity for the mix-type than the open-type for the bigram model. We also investigate how the trigram model
performs in spelling speech recognition and compare it to the bigram model. The models are explored in the three
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Table 12
Recognition rate using the trigram model
Type of speech corpus
SPELL1 1.00ATR 1.25ATR
Tri-LM1 LCR 94.52 (94.56) 92.46 (92.38) 92.78 (93.02)
LA 94.48 (94.46) 92.28 (92.18) 92.67 (92.65)
F-measure 94.50 (94.51) 92.37 (92.28) 92.72 (92.83)
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −160) (50.0, −120) (50.0, −100)
Tri-LM2 LCR 93.69 (90.56) 91.51 (85.40) 93.02 (88.11)
LA 93.63 (90.36) 91.27 (85.08) 92.86 (87.61)
F-measure 93.66 (90.46) 91.39 (85.24) 92.94 (87.86)
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −180) (25.0, −160) (25.0, −180)
Tri-LM3 LCR 90.23 (89.13) 87.59 (84.66) 89.23 (87.10)
LA 89.94 (88.90) 86.89 (84.37) 89.00 (86.51)
F-measure 90.08 (89.02) 87.24 (84.52) 89.11 (86.80)
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −120) (25.0, −120) (25.0, −160)
environments: close-type (Tri-LM1), mix-type (Tri-LM2), and open-type (Tri-LM3). The recognition performance is
shown in Table 12. In the experiments, the GSF and WIP are varied to fit our models for each type of training corpora
and language model. The bigram performance is also given in parentheses for comparison.
The table indicates the results obtained from the three training corpora: the spelling corpus (SPELL1), the
original NECTEC–ATR corpus (1.00ATR) and the 1.25-times-stretched NECTEC–ATR corpus (1.25ATR). The result
indicates that the trigram model achieves higher performance than the bigram model in the mix-type and the open-type
environments, while it is not helpful in the close-type environment. It is not surprising that higher-gram information
is not useful in the more restrictive environment (the close-type one) since the letter can be predicted even by using its
preceding letter. The improvements of the LCR in the trigram over the bigram in the mix-type environment are quite
dominant. The values are 3.13, 6.11 and 4.91 for SPELL1, 1.00ATR and 1.25ATR, respectively.
4.3. Recognition of the second and the third spelling methods
The aim of this section is to explore spelling speech recognition using the second and the third spelling methods.
For the second spelling method, the spelling recognizer is trained by SPELL2-L and tested by SPELL2-T. A similar
system was used for the third spelling method. That is, we use SPELL3-L for training the recognizer and SPELL3-T
for testing. The experiments using SPELL2 and SPELL3 have been done under three different environments for both
bigram and trigram language models. The experimental results of SPELL2 and SPELL3 are shown in Table 13. We
also give the results of SPELL1 for comparison. In the experiments, the GSF and WIP are varied to fit our models for
each type of training corpora and language model. The best GSF andWIP for each condition are shown in parentheses.
Compared to all spelling corpora, the spelling recognition performance of SPELL1 is the highest, while that of
SPELL2 is greater than that of SPELL3 for every environment of bigram and trigram language models. Spelling
utterances of the first spelling method are the clearest and the most perceivable. This method is the most commonly-
used spelling method. On the other hand, spelling based on the third spelling method includes a lot of similar syllables
(/s-a1//r-a1/). These syllables may disturb the recognition of neighboring syllables and then cause lower recognition
performance, compared to the second spelling method. Comparing between the results from trigram and bigram
language models, the spelling recognition using the trigram language model outperforms the bigram dominantly in
the mix-type environment. However, the trigram does not much improve the recognizer in the close-type and the
open-type environments. The best LCR values for SPELL1, SPELL2 and SPELL3 using the trigram model under the
mix-type environment are 93.69%, 81.12% and 78.47%, respectively. Their LCR improvements over the bigram for
SPELL1, SPELL2, and SPELL3 are 3.13, 4.59 and 6.96, respectively.
5. Error analysis
Since the mix-type language model has the highest perplexity, we investigate the errors that occurred when this
model was applied. Two error analyses have been made, one for the first spelling method and the other for the second
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Table 13
Recognition rate of SPELL1, SPELL2 and SPELL3
Type of speech corpus
SPELL1 SPELL2 SPELL3
LM1 LCR 94.56 82.38 79.01
LA 94.46 79.63 77.60
F-measure 94.51 80.98 78.30
(GSF, WIP) (50.0, −100) (25.0, −40) (50.0, 0)
LM2 LCR 90.56 76.53 71.51
LA 90.36 72.10 68.60
F-measure 90.46 74.25 70.02
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −140) (25.0, −40) (25.0, −40)
LM3 LCR 89.13 75.23 70.54
LA 88.90 70.55 67.41
F-measure 89.02 72.81 68.94
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −140) (25.0, −40) (25.0, −40)
Tri-LM1 LCR 94.52 83.26 81.48
LA 94.48 80.72 77.89
F-measure 94.50 81.97 79.64
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −160) (25.0, −40) (50.0, 0)
Tri-LM2 LCR 93.69 81.12 78.47
LA 93.63 76.32 71.75
F-measure 93.66 78.65 74.96
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −180) (25.0, −40) (25.0, −40)
Tri-LM3 LCR 90.23 76.77 72.93
LA 89.94 70.90 64.75
F-measure 90.08 73.72 68.60
(GSF, WIP) (25.0, −120) (25.0, −40) (50.0)
Table 14
Ten experimental setups with their abbreviations
Abbreviation Spelling method Language model Training corpus Test corpus
S1B Method 1 LM2 SPELL1-L SPELL1-T
S1T Method 1 Tri-LM2 SPELL1-L SPELL1-T
AB Method 1 LM2 1.00ATR SPELL1-T
AT Method 1 Tri-LM2 1.00ATR SPELL1-T
1.25AB Method 1 LM2 1.25ATR SPELL1-T
1.25AT Method 1 Tri-LM2 1.25ATR SPELL1-T
S2B Method 2 LM2 SPELL2-L SPELL2-T
S2T Method 2 Tri-LM2 SPELL2-L SPELL2-T
S3B Method 3 LM2 SPELL3-L SPELL3-T
S3T Method 3 Tri-LM2 SPELL3-L SPELL3-T
and the third spelling methods. The former illustrates the comparison between SPELL1 and NECTEC–ATR. The
latter displays the errors in SPELL2 and SPELL3. Therefore, six setups are involved in the first analysis, and the
remaining four are for the second analysis. Table 14 summarizes all ten setups with their abbreviations, deriving from
the combination of five different corpora (SPELL1, SPELL2, SPELL3, 1.00ATR, and 1.25ATR) and two different
types of language models (bigram and trigram).
5.1. Error analysis of the first spelling method
In the experiments, we vary the GSF and WIP to fit our models for each type of training corpus and language
model. It was observed that with the appropriate GSF and WIP values, the number of insertion errors is reduced
dramatically, and most errors are substitution errors. There are 48 letters out of 66 Thai letters used in the test set. For
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Table 15
List of erroneous letters and their percentages of substitution errors for SPELL1
A superscript indicates the rank of erroneous letters.
each letter in the test set, the occurrence frequencies vary from 6 to 528. The substitution errors are analyzed using
dynamic programming (DP) matching. Among those errors, we focus on a letter which is substituted by other letters
in more than 50% of its occurrences. Such a letter is referred to later by the name erroneous letter. Alphabetically
ordered, the erroneous letters, together with their substitution percentages, for each experiment are shown in Table 15.
There are ten erroneous letters: five consonant letters (‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’) and five vowel letters (‘ ’, ‘ ’,
‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’). For each experiment, a superscript (1, 2 or 3 in a column) indicates the frequency rank of erroneous
letters. Table 16 shows the letters which the erroneous letters are likely to be substituted with. The table presents only
substituting letters for the erroneous letters. For instance, in the case of S1B, some major substituting letters for the
four erroneous letters (‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’) are displayed.
From the results, some observations can be made. First, compared with the bigram model, the trigram model has a
smaller number of erroneous letters. For example, the ATR-bigram (AB) has seven erroneous letters while the ATR-
trigram (AT) has merely two erroneous letters. Second, the stretched corpora (1.25AB and 1.25AT) as a training set
perform better than the original one. They also relax the confusion between pairs of short and long vowels, as shown
in the last four rows in Table 16. Intuitively, the recognition of vowels using HMMs seems sensitive to duration. In
the Thai language, there exist several pairs of short and long vowels, each of which shares the same phone but has
different phone durations. An improvement can be done by adjusting the utterance speed in the training set. Third, an
erroneous letter is likely to be substituted by the same set of letters, even in different training sets. From the table, we
can conclude the result as follows. To clarify the explanation, the pronunciation of each letter is given in parentheses.
1. Confusion due to the same or similar consonant and vowel phones
• Row 1: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/k-@@0//k-a1- j∧/) and the two letters; ‘ ’ (/kh-@@4//kh-a1- j∧/) and ‘ ’
(/kh-@@0//khw-aa0- j∧/)
• Row 2: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/p-@@0//pl-aa0/) and ‘ ’ (/ph-@@0//ph-aa0-n∧/)
• Row 3: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/ f -@@0// f -a0-n∧/) and ‘ ’ (/ph-@@0//ph-aa0-n∧/)
• Row 6: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/r-@@0//r-v3/) and ‘ ’ (/r-@@0//r-vva0/).
2. Confusion due to the same or similar vowel phones
• Row 4: Confusion between the letter ‘ ’ (/z-@@0//z-aa1-ng∧/) and the two letters; ‘ ’ (/ch-@@0//ch-aa3-
ng∧/) and ‘ ’ (/ph-@@0//ph-aa0-n∧/).
3. Confusion due to short/long vowel phones
• Row 7, 8: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-a1/) and ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-aa0/)
• Row 9: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-i1/) and ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-ii0/)
• Row 10: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-u1/) and ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-uu0/).
4. Confusion due to some complicated reasons
• Row 5: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/h-@@0//n-o3-k∧//h-uu2-k∧/) and ‘ ’ (/ng-@@0//ng-uu0/).
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Table 16
List of substituting letters for each erroneous letter
Table 17
Phoneme error rate
Experiment Error position
Ci V C f T
S1B 7.05 4.20 10.38 4.61
S1T 4.83 2.64 6.81 3.00
AB 10.00 6.71 11.47 6.29
AT 6.14 3.77 6.42 3.72
1.25AB 9.87 5.15 14.97 5.21
1.25AT 5.79 2.89 8.64 2.97
To capture the insight of errors, we explore errors at the level of phoneme recognition. They can be classified into
errors occurring at initial consonant phoneme (Ci ), vowel phoneme (V ), final consonant phoneme (C f ) or tone (T ).
Focusing on substitution errors, the phoneme error rate for each position is shown in Table 17.
As shown in the table, for all cases, applying the trigram language model can reduce the error at every position,
especially at the position of C f and Ci . Focusing on error position, we observed that the frequency rank of
misrecognized components is C f > Ci > T ≈ V . The error rates at positions of vowel and tone are low, compared to
consonant position. In Thai, almost all letters will have the same vowel (@@) for their core sound, but sometimes they
occupy different tones. Therefore, the number of tone errors is a little bit greater than that of vowel errors. An initial
consonant tends to be easier to detect than a final consonant since the initial consonant is normally uttered more clearly.
5.2. Error analysis of the second and the third spelling methods
The error analyses of the second and the third spelling methods have been done under the mix-type environment
with the bigram and the trigram language models. In these error analyses, we consider erroneous letters to be those
which are substituted by other letters in more than 50% of their occurrences. There are 13 erroneous letters found when
spelling speeches are recognized using the second and the third spelling methods. Most of the erroneous letters are
consonants. The percentages of substitution occurrences for each erroneous letter are shown in Table 18. Moreover,
Table 19 shows the list of substituting letters for each erroneous letter.
For both the second and the third spelling methods, the major confusions are the consonant letters. As mentioned
in Section 2.4, using these two spelling methods, the consonant letter is spelled by pronouncing only its core sound.
Since the core sounds of all consonants have the phone @@, they are all similar and thus easily confused. For the
second spelling methods, there is not much confusion in vowel letters. As shown in the table, there is no erroneous
vowel in S2B and S2T, while there are two erroneous vowels in S3B and S3T. In Table 19, the sets of substituting
letters for each erroneous letter in all experiments are similar, except for ‘ ’ (/ f -@@0/) (row 6), ‘ ’ (/h-@@4/)
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Table 18
List of erroneous letters and their percentages of substitution errors for SPELL2 and SPELL3
The superscript indicates the rank of erroneous letters.
Table 19
List of substituting letters for each erroneous letter
(row 9) and ‘ ’ (/h-@@0/) (row 11). For instance, the common set of substituting letters for ‘ ’ (/s-@@0/) is {‘ ’
(/ch-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/s-@@4/)}, for ‘ ’ (/t-@@0/) is {‘ ’ (/k-@@0/) and ‘ ’ (/p-@@0/)}, etc. Some possible reasons
can be summarized as follows.
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1. Confusion due to the same or similar consonant phones
• Row 2: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/ng-@@0/) and ‘ ’ (/n-@@0/)
• Row 3: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/s-@@0/) and the set of {‘ ’ (/ch-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/s-@@4/)}
• Row 7: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/m-@@0/) and ‘ ’ (/ng-@@0/)
• Row 8: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/l-@@0/) and ‘ ’ (/r-@@0/).
2. Confusion due to some complicated reasons
• Row 1: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/kh-@@0/) and the set of {‘ ’ (/ng-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/ph-@@0/)}
• Row 4: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/d-@@0/) and the set of {‘ ’ (/n-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/r-@@0/)}
• Row 5: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/t-@@0/) and the set of {‘ ’ (/k-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/p-@@0/)}
• Row 10: Confusion between ‘ ’ (/z-@@0/) and the set of {‘ ’ (/k-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/kh-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/p-@@0/),
‘ ’ (/th-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/r-@@0/), ‘ ’ (/w-@@0/)}.
For the erroneous vowel letters, pronouncing the word “ ” (/s-a1//r-a1/) as done in the third spelling method
may cause a confusion of short/long vowel pairs, such as ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-a1/) and ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-aa0/) in
row 12. For the other case, the vowel ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r -a1//z-a0- j∧/) is substituted by the vowel ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-
ee0/) (the last row). In this case, their vowel core sound is quite similar. In addition ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r -a1//z-a0- j∧/)
and ‘ ’ (/s-a1//r-a1//z-ee0/) have the same tone in every syllable. Comparing the results of SPELL1, SPELL2 and
SPELL3, the number of erroneous letters in SPELL1 are much smaller than those of SPELL2 and SPELL3. Moreover,
the substituting letters for each erroneous letter of SPELL2 and SPELL3 (Table 19) are quite varied, while those of
SPELL1 (Table 16) seem consistent.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, an HMM approach for Thai spelling speech recognition was proposed. The spelling style in Thai
words was analyzed, resulting in four different methods. Among the four methods, three are simple and one is com-
plicated. In this work, we explored a recognition method that utilizes the HMM as a model to recognize spelling
utterances of the three simple spelling methods. At the early stage, we focused on the first spelling method. Lacking
a standard Thai spelling corpus, a small corpus was constructed to investigate our spelling speech recognition. As an
alternative, the existing Thai continuous speech corpus, called the NECTEC–ATR corpus, was used to explore the
performance of spelling speech recognition using a larger set of Thai continuous speech utterances; even though they
were different kinds of utterances. The experiments were performed in three different environments: close-type, open-
type and mix-type language models. Two parameters, the grammar scale factor and word insertion penalty, were taken
into account. These parameters controlled the preference of the probability scale between acoustic and language mod-
els, as well as the number of possible words. The criterion, called the F-measure, was used to combine two standard
measures, letter accuracy and letter correct rate, to form a ruler for comparison. With various values of the parameters,
the result showed that the close-type model achieved the highest performance while the open-type model gained the
lowest. The result of the mix-type model was close to that of the close-type one. It was found that the recognition rate
using the continuous speech corpus was worse than that using the spelling corpus due to speed difference between
these two kinds of speech corpora. In this comparison, the LCR gaps were 2.18 (94.56−92.38), 5.16 (90.56−85.40),
and 4.47 (89.13−84.66) for close-type, mix-type and open-type, respectively. The LA gaps were 2.28 (94.46−92.18),
5.28 (90.36 − 85.08), and 4.53 (88.90 − 84.37). By speed compensation, it was possible to improve the recognition
performance, resulting in a smaller gap. However, the adjusted corpus could not outperform the spelling corpus. Uti-
lizing the 1.25ATR corpus (stretched speech), the LCR gaps between the recognition systems using the 1.25ATR
corpus and spelling corpus were 1.54 (94.56− 93.02), 2.45 (90.56− 88.11), and 2.03 (89.13− 87.10) for close-type,
mix-type and open-type, respectively. In this case, the LA gaps were 1.81 (94.46− 92.65), 2.75 (90.36− 87.61), 2.39
(88.90 − 86.51) for the close-type, the mix-type and the open-type, respectively. With small perplexity, the trigram
could improve the recognition rate over the bigram in the case of using the spelling corpus on the mix-type language
model, with an LCR gap of 3.13 (93.69−90.56) and an LA gap of 3.27 (93.63−90.36). With intensive error analysis,
we found out that letter substitution was the main source of the errors. The errors mostly came from the confusion of
similar consonant phones and switching between pairs of short and long vowels in the spelling of those letters. For
more exploration, the recognition performance of the second and the third spelling methods was set up. We could make
a comparison and provide discussion of the recognition performances of the first, the second and the third spelling
methods as follows. Recognition of the first spelling method is easier than those of the second and the third methods
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in every case of environment. Spelling utterances of the first spelling method are the clearest and the most perceivable
utterances. Moreover, this method is the most commonly-used spelling method. On the other hand, spelling based on
the third spelling method included a lot of similar syllables (/s-a1//r-a1/). These syllables may disturb the recognition
of neighboring syllables and then cause lower recognition performance, compared to the second spelling method. The
trigram could improve the recognition rate over the bigram in all spelling methods under the mix-type language model.
For the second spelling method, the best performances we obtained were 81.12% LCR and 76.32% LA. For the third
spelling method, the best performances we obtained were 78.47% LCR and 71.75% LA. By analyzing the error, the
major confusions occurred at the consonant letters because the core sounds of consonants were very similar. Further
topics include how to improve the recognition of a consonant letter, how to recognize all possible spelling methods
simultaneously, and how to incorporate spelling speech recognition into a conventional speech recognition system.
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Appendix. Thai phonetic set (TPS)
The Thai phonetic set (TPS) used in this paper is obtained from [23]. The following shows the mapping between
the TPS and IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet).
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